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or its affiliates Want more? We're introduced to the rest of the fam because I think Oppel just felt like he needed to stretch the book out longer. The story is thin and rushed, and the tech behind the Starclimber ship doesn't make sense half the time. and over, on all the beats exactly where you expect them. Becoming an actual captain? Kate being an
actual legit pilot now? I get that that's all I should have expected, but Airborn set a pretty clear precedent that you're supposed to get more than what you bargained for with this series. ...more Last week I made a post asking how people’s tastes in books have changed over the years and how I feel like I’ve outgrown YA. and over... Third book what?
Most of the humor is stupid and slapsticky instead of wry and clever. It legit feels like a completely different author wrote this book. No plot? Who? But it is seriously because this series can do better, and it had to end like this. And when there's no problem for just one second, Matt has to get angry at Kate and jealous at everyone (INCLUDING AN
OLD SCIENTIST SHE IS HAVING AN ARGUMENT WITH, WHYYY) who comes near Kate to fake more tension? What about Matt graduating from the Academy? I loved Tobias, he is super precious and a solid reason as to why I was able to make it through the first 60% of the book. This whole thing reads like a shaky beginning draft that just got
rushed through the publisher. Matt is kind of turning into the worst, and when Kate does accept his proposal at the end of the book, I was like nnnnnooooopppeee.Matt is actually still pretty cool when he's with the crewmembers. He and Tobias have waayyyy more chemistry than he and Kate do tbh. You HAD to string and stretch it out with
meaningless problem after meaningless problem again and again? © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. And it is this exact story structure that stretches this book out for not even 400 pages.Like, you couldn't even fill 400 large-print pages with a steady plot? That entire subplot disappears into thin air, going nowhere. Because the first 60% is nothing but
buildup for the very, very underwhelming flight/climb/voyage. EVEN WORSE, it's not just convenient saves - it's convenient PROBLEMS, and even greater sin imo, because in this book the problems keep happening over... Broken physics everywhere, a strangely humungous misunderstanding of how basic math works (like, you know, Algebra),
blatantly impossible discoveries and space travel that barely contribute anything to the already painfully thin plot. Where Airborn, for example, is marked by meticulous thought and detail that's wound into the plot so that you remember it all and can use the knowledge to think through the story, Starclimber is flat-out ridiculous. Like, Miss Karr is
funny-ish, but utterly pointless to the story. I don’t remember much from the book despite how much it inspired me to read, but I do remember how there was a gas that’s lighter than hydrogen and smelled like mangoes that allowed the airships to fly. I might revisit this book again someday and maybe also check out Oppel’s newer works. Hugh is
half-pointless. And then there's all the shamelessly snipped-off series-wide plotlines. The story is thin and rushed, and the tech behind 2/5. He was SO IMPORTANT in Airborn and aroused so many poignant emotions in Matt and in us, but then he disappeared. None? There’s nothing deep or complex about the book, but it was such a fun and
adventurous steampunk story with vivid imagery. The entire garden party was pointless as well. Sad.Anyway, you can catch me clinging to Airborn and hesitantly poking at Skybreaker. I can't read suddenly. Has anyone else read Airborn? The training stuff was interesting, especially when it looks like someone close to Matt is trying to kill him and
Tobias, but all of that goes nowhere.Like, there is no plot? 2/5. All the development feels so completely contrived. And the Matt and Kate relationship is dead to me. I get the feeling that Oppel just wanted to be free of this series, which is fine, but now I have to try and pretend that this book doesn't exist, and that's gonna take a lot of effort. But it feels
like this was a one-off idea Oppel had, and was pressured by the publishers to stick on a third and final book, so he ran with the idea anyway and threw together whatever he could think of at the last second. You know - all the stuff we've actually been caring about this entire time.Wow I am salty. A meh end to the trilogy. The monkey is even more
pointless. In Starclimber, the zoological stuff is mostly played for a laugh, a bit of a scare, and then nothing, as though Oppel realized he HAD to include A creature, and so he threw it into the plot grudgingly.All the wit and charm is gone from this book, except for a liiiittle bit of the banter between Matt and Kate. I’ve been mulling over this question
ever since because I think I was a little too critical of YA in my previous post, and then I remembered Airborn, a book that was part of the Red Maple reading program (those who went to middle school in Canada might remember this). The space-dwelling creatures may as well have not been in the story at all, and it would have been the same story.
There are spelling and grammar mistakes in the book as well. Worse yet, stuff happens for no good reason. He has absolutely zero trust in her, having developed NO spine from Skybreaker to now, assuming she's going to leave him at the drop of every hat, getting lowkey angry at her at every turn, even when she makes out with his face and nearly
pins him against a WALL to help prove her feelings, among other things. Contrast this with Airborn, where the creature Matt and Kate discover IS the plot, and you feel wonder and excitement right alongside the characters. Skybreaker committed this sin as well, but there's hardly anymore mentions of Matt's father? Not because there's any setup or
payoff for stuff, but because you're like aahhh yes, I can feel Oppel about to make stuff up again for no reason. Skybreaker is a bit shallower than Airborn, and Starclimber just about scrapes the bottom of the barrel. He asks her to marry him at the exact worst moment and gets mad at her when she doesn't immediately say yes. We deserved a better
ending to the series. It has some fun parts, but is nowhere near as good as the first two books.This book played out like a too-typical, under-researched adventure story. Matt behaves like a clingy, whiny baby for most of the story, a veeeeeeeeery different Matt from the first book, and he frankly doesn't deserve Kate. But Oppel shamelessly pulls stuff
out of his butt every other chapter in this book, especially during the climb. Things happen because of contrived stuff in the previous books for sure, but it never FEELS contrived because it's written elegantly, and ties into character and theme nicely. Advanced embedding details, examples, and help! © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. Not only are the
reasons for launching the Starclimber super vague, especially compared to the hyper-focused quests of the last two books, the whole subplot where there's people trying to wreck the tower in Paris and sabotage the voyage was actually really tense and interesting! And there's setup for twists and deeper looks into all of that cool subplot, setup
EVERYWHERE, and literally zero payoff. or its affiliates This is an adventure novel, and there's? UUGGHHH.I'm mad because Skybreaker was good and Airborn was fantastic. Going back to the Aurora? She spends the book defying societal expectations and forging her way toward what she wants, and Matt spends the whole time willfully
misunderstanding and complaining about those efforts.
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